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Associative effects models
• A very powerful recent development in quantitative genetics
(although the idea dates back to Griffin’s work in the 1960s) is
the notion of direct vs. associative (or social, or indirect genetic)
effects
• This idea unifies kin and group selection, offers models for the
evolution of social (group-level) traits, and shows why selection
can often fail
• The basic idea is that the phenotype of a target individual is a
function of some intrinsic direct value and also the phenotypes
of those individuals with which it interacts.
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Direct & Associative effects
• Consider egg production from chickens
raised in cages. Production is a function of
both a chicken’s own genetics and the
environment (her other cage-mates)
– Direct effects = intrinsic egg production
– Associative effects = competitive ability

• Suppose our focal individual (i) interacts with
n-1 others in a group
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Direct and associative effects
can be antagonistic
• Consider a plant with a trait that allows it to
more efficiently garner resources
• This gives it a high direct effect but a
negative associative effect --- it reduces the
trait values in those individuals with which it
interacts
• Thus, the best performing single plants can
have very low average plot performance
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Roots of associative-effects models
trace to maternal effects
• Maternal effects are a classic example of
associative effects (maternal performance).
• Two different approaches to model maternal
effects

– Falconer model: an observed trait value (e.g., litter
size) influences offspring. Trait-based
– Willham model: Maternal performance is a latent
(unobserved) variable, and hence we don’t need to
specify it. Variance-component based. We focus
on these models here.
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Trait-based vs. variancecomponent models
• Trait based:
– Trait values of associative effects in group
members are observed

• Variance-component models
– A composite latent (unmeasured) variable
for associative effects is created
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Variance components

Inferred, not
observed

Not observed
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Trait-based models

z = observed value
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Decomposition
• Consider the phenotype of a focal individual
• Sum of a direct effect and an associative
effect
• Both of these can have a breeding value and
an environment (residual) deviation
• The breeding values of the direct &
associative effects can be correlated
• This is a multiple-traits problem
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• i’s phenotype zi is the sum of its direct effect (Pd,i)
plus the sum of the associative (or social) effects
(Ps,j) from its n-1 group members
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Breeding values for direct (Ad) and
associative (As) effects
• Can express the phenotype of i in terms of its
direct breeding value (Ad,i) and the
associative breeding values (As,j) of its group
mates
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Total response
The trait mean equals the mean of the direct effects
plus the means of the associative effects,

Total response is the sum of the response Rd in the direct
breeding values plus the sum of the responses Rs in the
associative effects breeding values,
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Total breeding value
The key to predicting response is the
total breeding value of an individual, where

Note that part (As,i)
of the total breeding value
of i never appears in its
phenotype. Must either
use informative from relatives
or the group to estimate it.
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h2 and t2
• t2, the analog for h2, is the ratio of the total
breeding value to the individual phenotypic
variance
– t2 = Var(AT)/Var(z)

• Note that, unlike h2, t2 can exceed one,
• Why? A potentially large fraction of AT never
appears in z, and hence Var(z)
– Var(AT) = Var(Ad) + (n-1)Var(As)
– t2 = Var(Ad) /Var(z) + (n-1)Var(As)/Var(z)
– = h2 + (n-1)Var(As)/Var(z)
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BLUP estimation
• While the total breeding value cannot be
estimated directly from an individual’s
phenotype, using an appropriate mixed
model, we can obtain
– BLUPs of Direct breeding values (Ad)
– BLUPs of Associative (or social) BVs (As)
– REML estimates of s2(Ad), s2(As), and the
direct-associate effects covariance s(Ad ,As)
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This works: Muir’s result
• Bill Muir (Purdue University) selection on
six-week weight in Japanese quail over 23
generations using two different schemes
– BLUP selection on estimated direct BV (D)
• Denoted by D-BLUP

– BLUP selection on estimated total BV
• Denoted by C-BLUP
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= total BV

C
D

Weighted increased under selection using total
BV (C), decreased under selection using
direct BV (D).
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C
D

Under BLUP selection on direct BV (D), significant
decline in the mean social value, which over-rode
the positive response in the direct value
Under BLUP selection of total BV (C), both increase
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The mixed model
Example: Individuals 1-4 and 5-8 are half sibs
from unrelated families
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Filling out Zs
• Suppose group one contains individuals 1, 2, 5,
6. The resulting values for these individuals
become
–
–
–
–
–

z1 = m + Ad1 + As2 + As5 + As6 + e
z2 = m + Ad2 + As1 + As5 + As6 + e
z5 = m + Ad5 + As1 + As2 + As6 + e
z6 = m + Ad6 + As1 + As2 + As5 + e
The result Zd and Zs incident matrices become
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Group one contains individuals 1,2,5,6; while group two contains 3,4,7,8.
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Lots of hidden variation to exploit
• Bergsma et al. (2008) examined four
traits in 14,000 pigs grown in pens of 612 animals.
• Heritability for these traits was
estimated in a model without social
effects,
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Hence, for growth and food intake, lots of
additional genetic variation for trait response
lies “hidden” in associative effects.
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Consequences
• How can we exploit this variation in
breeding?
• What are the consequences for
evolutionary biologists?
• Need to consider selection response

– Has both a direct and associative effects
component
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total
response
Direct
response

Associative
response
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Response: It’s about covariances
• Selection response is a function of the
covariance between our unit u of selection and
the total breeding value, s(AT, u)
– R = i * s(AT, u) / s(u) (generalized breeder’s Eq.)

• The “unit” could be a

– single individual (individual selection)
– The group mean (group selection)
– Some index of these

• Members of a group can be
– Unrelated
– Related (kin selection)

• All these considerations influence s(AT, u)
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General expression

Group members unrelated (r = 0)

Group members unrelated (r = 0)
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Covariances with related
group members

Group members related (r > 0)
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Individual selection: Direct vs. Associate response
Here unit of selection u = z, the phenotype of an individual

Unless (i) As, Ad correlated OR (ii) group members are
relatives, value of z provides information on Ad, but NOT on
its As value
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Maternal effects

total

Direct response
Maternal response
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Group selection
Unit of selection u = group mean

Key: group mean always correlated with AT
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Group selection -- role of relatives

Group of size n, with r = average
relatedness among group members
Note that zbar directly correlated with
AT. Correlation increases if members are
related (r > 0)
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Response under group selection

r = genetic correlation
r = environmental correlation among group members
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Group + kin selection
Unit of selection
u = I is an index

g = group selection
r = kin selection
g & r have symmetric roles
Key: Use group + relatives to maximize Cov(u, AT)
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Consequences: Evolution of fitness
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Mean fitness can decrease
when associative effects are
strong

If the BVs of direct and associative effects
on fitness are sufficiently negatively-correlated,
can get a reversed response -- fitness goes down
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Direct and social effects
responses
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Altruistic traits: An example of a
reversed response
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Key: mean inclusive fitness (unlike individual
fitness) is non-decreasing
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